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I keep doing things I don't want to do. I want you to know that I
don't want to do the things, even as I do them. I am not the sort of
person who does the things I keep doing.
May 28, 2013 | 29 upvotes | by Whisper
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Comments

whiskey_bearfist • 23 points • 28 May, 2013 08:07 PM 

holy shit. i bet this person is fun to be around.

For a man to be personally accountable and responsible for his actions, he should be checking in at every
boundary and making sure that each next step is desired. Just because you put your hand on a woman's breast
and she doesn't say "No!" doesn't mean that she is sending signals of enthusiastic consent. Verbal and non
verbal consent both work in the real world, but that means both verbal and non verbal NON-consent should
be respected and considered a mark of responsibility as well.

MockingDead • 37 points • 28 May, 2013 10:10 PM 

I am sorry, you posted this without asking for my consent and receiving it. Post Rapist.

This turns every action into a congressional hearing. from Rpbert's Rules of Intimacy (in an ordelry fashion)
Man: I want to touch your booby.
Woman: I acknowledge you want to touch my booby
Man: So acknowledged, any addendums? Very well. Let it be known that we have acknowledged my desire
to touch her booby.
Woman: So known
Man: May I touch your booby?
Woman: This is so hot.
Man: I am sorry, point of order, you must answer yes or no.
Woman: Oh. Um. Yes.
Man: Let it be put in the record that the woman has answered in the affirmative. As was discussed in Section
8 Article 10 the booby touch may go on for as long as a single minute before the woman can decline further
booby touching. However, we must ensure that the woman understands that we may touch her booby for the
full and whole minute without resistance or objection. Do you understand?
Woman: What?
Man: Let the record show the woman does not understadn. Let us begin again. Section 8, Article 10 says...

TotalAnon5500 • 1 point • 30 May, 2013 01:38 AM 

Surprisingly Relevant

simon_says_upvote • 1 point • 29 May, 2013 02:44 AM 

I came so hard reading this

[deleted] 28 May, 2013 09:49 PM 

[permanently deleted]

SpencerMacario • 2 points • 29 May, 2013 03:25 AM 

That video is jokes. Everyone should watch it and have a laugh.

FountainsOfFluids • 12 points • 28 May, 2013 09:18 PM 

If you want verbal consent at every stage, you won't get it. Simple as that.
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Hormander • 15 points • 28 May, 2013 09:26 PM 

Just because you put your hand on a woman's breast and she doesn't say "No!" doesn't mean that she is
sending signals of enthusiastic consent.

That guy surely has never touched boobs in his whole life.

whynoflyingcarsyet • 13 points • 28 May, 2013 10:03 PM 

Bags of sand

SpencerMacario • 8 points • 28 May, 2013 10:19 PM 

Perhaps you should have a lawyer present and have her sign on the dotted line with each transaction.

Ok so I touched your arm, This signature lets me kiss you... etc...

Yeah Feminazis are fucked up, never get involved with one and if one you are dating becomes one drop her
like a bad habit.

ekjohnson9 • 11 points • 28 May, 2013 07:14 PM 

I hate the "I'm not that TYPE of girl" shit test/ hamster justification (depending on the situation it's expressed).
It's such a basic thing, no nuance or entertainment to be had. And in boarder line cases (hot enough to fuck but
doesn't impress) its usually easier to just ignore, talk to her friends, and bump into her a week later when she
evidently IS that type of girl.

IllimitableMan • 17 points • 28 May, 2013 08:57 PM* 

Female logic is quite limited, MEN and WOMEN know that, but few women will actually admit this
universal truth. All humans have problems being real about themselves and trying to be introspective without
eliciting any associated emotion that may cloud that perception, however women don't seem to even bother
with proper introspection like we men do. It seems they just want to hear what makes them feel better so the
hamster can be fed and they can go on their merry way feeling better. Truly, they are ultimately selfish
creatures, for they give up the pursuit of understanding any legitimate psychology or basis of truth instead
prioritising their own emotional well-being above the truth, their no.1 prerogative is to FEEL GOOD and
satiate their hamster from sources of external validation.

If you'd told that chick anything she DID NOT WANT TO HEAR, she'd not accept that reasoning. It's like
she knows "the answer" but has to hear someone else say it for it to become legitimate. So really "the
answer" is not necessarily the truth, but something that makes her feel good. It's like you telling me the truth
and me hating how it makes me feel, thus I disregard the wisdom of your truth despite it's intrinsic validity,
simply because it just doesn't make me feel good. The truth is bitter and women seem most allergic to it's
taste.

MarkyBhoy10110 points 28 May, 2013 10:08 PM [recovered] 

"I AM ABOUT TO PLACE MY HAND ON YOUR BREAST! DO YOU CONSENT TO THIS?!"

"Um okay."

"I AM ABOUT TO PRESS MY LIPS AGAINST YOUR LIPS! DO YOU CONSENT TO THIS?!"

etc.

This is the game of the future men. Best start now.

[deleted] • 7 points • 28 May, 2013 10:21 PM* 
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The sad part is that there are plenty of people that will tell you that this is how things should be in order to
insure women stay safe. These same people will look at you like you're a fucking idiot if you actually do any
of these things.

edit:typo

MarkyBhoy1016 points 28 May, 2013 10:29 PM [recovered] 

I've been with a rather large amount of women and I don't ever recall asking any of them if they want
sex. The closest I've ever been to getting verbal consent is when I say, "I want to fuck." and she says
"Sure!". And also all the yesses I hear during sex, does that count?

redpillschool • 10 points • 29 May, 2013 12:38 AM 

If you get her hot enough, she should be begging for sex. That's my consent strategy.

MarkyBhoy101 • 2 points • 29 May, 2013 01:15 AM 

If you have to ask if she wants to have sex then she doesn't want to have sex with you, I just go
for it. on the rare occasion she doesn't go for it I go back to the start of the escalation ladder and
work my way up a la Roosh V.

Ill_mumble_that • 2 points • 29 May, 2013 01:43 AM 

No is really just a "I'm not wet enough yet."

I leaned this early on. That's why when a girl says no I don't feel rejected or upset, unless I
have places to be. It's just a matter of time before she begs me for it.

cooledcannon • 1 point • 29 May, 2013 01:49 AM 

yes means yes, no means not now, stop means no. thats what ive heard

thereisnosuchthing • 0 points • 29 May, 2013 03:13 AM 

women could just learn to say no instead of leaving the impetus to read their minds on the men ..putting
responsibility for EVERYTHING they are involved in on the heads of the men they are there with.

[deleted] • 1 point • 29 May, 2013 03:18 AM 

A lot of women like the idea that sex just happens and it really isn't their fault.

thereisnosuchthing • 0 points • 29 May, 2013 05:23 AM 

I know, I agree, I've never in my life had a woman WANT ME to ask her every time I wanted to
have sex with her, in fact I have had women legitimately get angry at me for leaving the window
open for and needing them to consent as I pass the various boundaries that normal human beings
have with each other.

It can be summed up in the text: "Thereisnosuchthing, if you want to do it then you should just
throw me down and fuck me ..." - because she said something like that and I said it was hot but
didn't do it because she wasn't very good at giving the "it's okay to initiate sexual activity" sign.
The context was she was angry that I didn't because I didn't think she was into it and I needed to
know for sure she would be okay with me doing shit before I did it (rape fear nd all..)

Women are fucking weird. I can't stand the kind of girls who want to pretend sex doesn't really
happen unless the guy forces it, and then they wonder why it's not happening more.

but it goes to show you the do legitimately expect you to do that whether we men are comfortable
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with it or not(with all the shit that's drilled into our head about sexual problems / rape /
harassment / whatever).

VZPurp • 4 points • 28 May, 2013 10:54 PM 

This is the shit test of the future. Convincing men that verbal consent is important; meanwhile, in reality, all
of the real communication is nonverbal with sexual tension

Then let the verbal be filthy when you're fucking her senselessly.

MarkyBhoy101 • 7 points • 28 May, 2013 11:08 PM [recovered]

When I was fourteen years old my Dad sat me down and gave me the talk, no not the birds and the bees
talk but the actual, this is how you get girls to like you to talk and when I asked him "but shouldn't I ask a
girl if she wants to kiss me?" He smacked me on the back of the head and said "NO! It'll be obvious
when she wants to kiss you, her face'll be close to yours, she'll be looking at your eyes and mouth and
she'll probably be blushing a bit. Never ask, just do!"

Smart fella my old man.

VZPurp • 7 points • 28 May, 2013 11:11 PM 

I wish I had a father figure who could have helped me out. I'm an intelligent man, but it's always been
learning through failure. While certainly good lessons, some background advice always makes things
easier.

MarkyBhoy1014 points 28 May, 2013 11:25 PM [recovered] 

I've come to realise how lucky I've been to have my Dad after reading about all the guys who got
into the redpill/pua/seduction or whatever you want to call it without a Father or a pussy-whipped
Dad. He's one of the most alpha guys I know, in his late fifties and is fitter than most guys in there
twenties, I asked him the other day what he was doing for training now-a-days (he recently had all
the cartilage taken out his knees so no more running) and his answer was, "Well, I can still hit the
punch bag so usually, I do half an hour of weights and half an hour of hitting the bag then I come
in and fuck your Ma. It's a good solid workout." "Fuck you Dad." He thought it was hilarious.

SpencerMacario • 3 points • 29 May, 2013 03:39 AM 

You know your father sounds like an old school man's man. There really is no better father
figure than such. You my friend are one of the lucky blessed few who probably never had to
deprogram and unlearn bluepill bullshit because their male role model already was teaching
you redpill theory from the start.

MarkyBhoy101 • 2 points • 29 May, 2013 04:08 AM 

I've been around the manosphere for a couple of years now and something that I picked up
very early was that a lot of stuff that seemed revelatory to so many of the guys just looked
like common sense to me but on closer inspection I realised that these man were generally
lacking something that I took for granted, a strong male presence throughout their
formative years.

Don't get me wrong I've learned a lot from the blogs and books I've read around here but I
firmly believe that I've given a gift. My Dad is essentially an old school man's man as you
said but I also have a very feminine and nurturing Mother to balance him out, both my
Grandpa's were war hero's and all round great guys, my Dad has six brothers who are just
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like him my mother has four brothers who are alpha dogs too, I've got a boatload of
cousins who I wrestled, boxed and played with all through my childhood and I've always
been encouraged to learn, read, play sports, stand up for myself, be outgoing and confident
and to always be the best.

So when you say I'm blessed then I'd have to whole heartedly agree with you.

VZPurp • 1 point • 28 May, 2013 11:28 PM 

Awesome, dude. A positive masculine role model would have helped me out a lot. I've
managed to make the transition but it's clear that a good (alpha) father who knows what's up is
a huge benefit and would have helped me out earlier in life.

MarkyBhoy101 • 1 point • 28 May, 2013 11:29 PM 

We all start somewhere, I just got lucky.

cooledcannon • 0 points • 29 May, 2013 01:52 AM 

is your mom hot?

MarkyBhoy101 • 2 points • 29 May, 2013 02:12 AM 

According to my friends she's a MILF and she was a model when she was younger, so I
suppose I'll have to go with an Oedipal yes.

NrwhlBcnSmrt-ttck • 2 points • 28 May, 2013 11:13 PM 

It really is a shit test. Testing your ability to just get it and not have to look for permission like a child.

redpillschool • 2 points • 29 May, 2013 12:36 AM 

Truer than you think. We're already seeing the castration of men in the social imperative lead by
feminism, and the direct result is the battle to be alpha is moving towards crime. In a culture where being
a man is a crime, the only alphas will be criminals. Making the only path to genuine success with women
a legal liability further serves this goal.

VZPurp • 1 point • 29 May, 2013 12:39 AM 

Indeed. Men willing to break rules (and laws) get a lot more play, indeed, but this progression is
making most typical male behaviour criminal as well.

It's like: Do you have the balls to take the risk? And, I get the impression, most men will fall for the
delusion.

[deleted] • 2 points • 28 May, 2013 10:40 PM 

Christ, the future really is going to be like those 4chan green text stories.

tempoaccts • 8 points • 28 May, 2013 07:35 PM 

I think this, coupled with the general reluctance for women to be honest about some of the more unflattering
truths behind their sense of attraction, is a major reason why so many seem to have trouble being taken seriously
by men and, to an extent, other women in the real world.

It's kind of funny how so many of these problems are the direct result of game-playing from other, more
manipulative women. I thought /u/amishbreakfast's comment was actually pretty spot-on.
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pirateundies • 6 points • 28 May, 2013 08:49 PM 

I never want to go further but I have major issues with guilt so I just allow things to progress. I guess it's a
self-esteem issue and not wanting to be viewed negatively as a blue-baller but I also don't want to be viewed
as a slut.

To disagree with everyone a little - what I'm reading in the original post is a girl who's feeling shame for her
actions as well as observing potential negative consequences of both her current actions and if she were to stop
her current actions. (How often do guys complain about girls just being teases?) And she's confused how to
handle it.

Yes, her actions are her responsibility, but I don't see her sentiments as being completely ignorant. She even
acknowledges that responsibility a bit when she says she "allows things to progress." Yeah, it's still some passive
language but I'd give it at least half a thumbs-up.

VZPurp • 0 points • 28 May, 2013 10:06 PM 

I'm sure her she'll rationalize them away soon enough.

[deleted] 29 May, 2013 12:40 AM 

[permanently deleted]

Ill_mumble_that • 0 points • 29 May, 2013 01:49 AM 

Wtf is any wrong with these men?

Ragnar09 • -2 points • 29 May, 2013 01:44 AM 

Who cares what bitches say and just go for it.
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